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PREFACE

The CLDGEN (Cloud Scene Generator) computer subroutine was developed by the United States Air Force
Environmental Technical Applications Center's Environmental Simulation Branch (USAFETAC/DNY) for ihe Air
Force Center for Studies and Analysis. CLDGEN was developed to perform cloud effects studies for Earth-hascd
viewing environments. It is written in ANSI FORTRAN 77 and is designed to be installed on a host program.
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INTRODUCTION

USAFETAC/DNY developed CLDGEN to perform " CLDGEN simulates clouds on two scales. First, it
sensitivity analyses of Earth-to-space satellite viewing simulates representative sky cover over the entire
through the atmosphere. The CLDGEN subroutine is celestial dome. Second. it simulates clou(Vno cloud for
designed to be included in a host program supplied by an exact point in the sky. Individual cloud elements
the user, who must write the routines that gencrate the occur on a scale much smaller, both in space and time,
statistics on the information required. than the scale representative of whole sky cover.

CLDGEN generates clouds at one point in the sky for Seasonal and diurnal variations in cloud distribution
each call to the subroutine. It can also generate lines, over the ground site are accounted for by using
sectors, areas, or whole sky images as long as it is done data-compacted input variables. Mean sky cover and
pixel by pixel. The information from the model can be / scale distance are used to define sky-cover distribution at
used to determine statistics on the amount of time a/ each site. / USAFETAC generates the site-specific data
satellite is visible to an observer on the ground. files.



DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

CLDGEN is an all-purpose subroutine that can be particular time and place. The next component of' the
used to assess the effects of cloud cover on an model randomly generates a sample value from the
Earth-based viewing system. It combines techniques distribution ol all possible occurrences of cloud elements
based on specialized random number generators, and cloud cover. A separate sawtooth generator
cloud-free line-of-sight (CFLOS) relationships, and (Gringorton and Boehm, 1984) is used to simulate the
modeled cloud-cover distributions. The subroutine is proper cloud-cover category, in tenths, and the
extremely flexible in that it accepts any possible distribution of clouds in the sky.
combination of viewing geometry and time. CLDGEN
was designed as a subroutine so that users have the CLDGEN generates a value for sky coverage (in
widest flexibility in applying it to their specific needs,. tenths) at a specified time. For some applications, this
Users must create a separate driver program that passes may be all the customer needs. However, the subroutine
the required information to the CLDGEN subroutine. continues by also simulating the distribution of the

various cloud elements. Given a user-specified Point in
The first component of the simulator is the Burger the sky, the subroutine will also simulate cloud or no

Aerial Algorithm (Burger, 1985). This algorithm uses cloud. CLDGEN uses the sky coverage (simulated) and
two coefficicnts for a given time period to reconstruct the zenith angle (user-supplied) to calculate the probability
entire sky-cover distribution. The CLDGEN subroutine of clouds based on the Malick anti Allen algorithnm. This
also uses a functional relationship between total sky probability value is then used as a threshold to determine
cover and the probability of CFLOS, known as the the presence of cloud when compared to a random
"Malick and Allen" (1979) algorithm. Together, these number. The second sdwtooth generator is used to
relationships allow the subroutine to determine the produce cloud elements with the same spatial scale as
correct percent of occurrence of cloud cover for a that of actual clouds.

S
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SUBROUTINE CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

This section discusses the capabilities and limitations Another advantage of CLDGEN is that a weather
of the CLDGEN subroutine. Its enhanced capabilities sequence can be repeated. This allows users of
stem from the application of advanced techniques in complicated war gaming simulation to replay the same
simulation and sky cover climatology. The major weather sequence, if desired. Users can test ihe other
advantage of the subroutine is its flexibility in addressing components of a simulation without having an external
many Earth-based viewing problems. It should not be factor like weather change. For example, even if weather
used for space-based viewing systems. will affect a weapon system adversely most of the time,

the user may be interested in testing changes in the
The CLDGEN subroutine is not a stand-alone weapons system's operations due to changes in

program, and users must create routines that will provide non-weather factors, such as logistics, sequencing, and
access to it. CLDGEN's flexibility gives it a wide range manpower.
of capabilities, such as the determination of clouds along
arcs, within sectors, and whole-sky images. Although CLDGEN uses a set of modeling coefficients that
the subroutine can accommodate any combination of describe the distribution of cloud cover. It uses these
viewing geometry, it can compute cloud values for only coefficients to tune the model so that it will reproduce
one point at a time. To get information for any line or cloud statistics that will match real-world sky-cover
area in the sky, users must access the subroutine for each distributions. However, locally induced features caused
individual point that makes up the line or area. by terrain or geography are not modeled. For example, a

region of preferred cloudiness near a mountain top or
The subroutine can handle any combination of coastal area will not be reproduced by the subroutine.

multiple satellites at different times, as long as it receives CLDGEN also assumes that all clouds occur at a single
one point at a time. The position and time of each level. It allows no multiple cloud layers and no
satellite must be passed to CLDGEN separately. distinction between cloud types. The user will not be

able to tell if a cloud is a stratocuumulus or cirrus.
CLDGEN is extremely flexible (lue to the application

of sawtooth generators. One advantage of sawtooth Another limitation is that CLDGEN is designed 1o
generators is that they generate random variables for any give information for a single site. Once primed, it will
desired time. There is no need to use a fixed time step to simulate variables that are representative for a single site
jump ahead to the desired time. This is a clear advantage based on the input coefficients. For example, if the
over other simulation techniques that require equally model is initialized and given coefficients for White
spaced time steps. For example, a user may want cloud Sands, NM, users cannot "trick" it into simulating cloud
information for every minute during 1 July, and then data for Eglin AFB, FL. To simulate for a different site,
jump directly to 30 December. The sawtooth model the model must be re-initialized and given coefficients
accounts for the cloud correlation time. It also simulates for the new site. Although it is possible for users to rii]
cloud elements that have the same spatial correlation as a single simulation that will simulate clouds at several
that of actual clouds. stations simultaneously, USAFETAC/DNY shouldc be

contacted for more information on such applications.
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INTERACTION WITH SUBROUTINE

INTERACTION. This section shows users how to Coefficient inputs for the subroutine are accessed
interact with the CLDGEN subroutine, which is written through an external file. Users must ensure that the
in FORTRAN 77 and uses ANSI FORTRAN program has access to that file, which contains a set of
conventions. Users should be familiar with these coefficients used to reconstruct the distribution of total
conventions when working with CLDGEN. Subroutine sky cover. These two coefficients are known as mean
inputs and outputs are addressed separately, sky cover and scale distance, and are produced from

climatological data. For a more complete description of
SUBROUTINE INPUTS. CLDGEN has three types of these modeling coefficients, see Burger (1985).
inputs: coefficient inputs, initialization inputs, and point
location inputs. The coefficient dataset has a name idenlifier and 48

rows of coefficients. There are 12 columns across that
Coefficients. First, users must obtain data for the correspond with the month. The ',)rmat of the file is
locations of interest. All requests for such data are illustrated in Table 1.
directed to USAFETAC lAW AWSR 105-18.

TABLE I. Input Coefficient File Format.

VARIABLE COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION
SNAM 1-4 A4 site I.D

for K= 1,24 hour of day (GMT)
XM(month,K) 1-85 IX,12F7.3 mean sky cover
SDIS(monthK) 1-85 I X, I 2F7.3 scale distance

Initialization. At the heart of all simulation models is generator used at USAFETAC. During the initialization
the process that generates random numbers. The random stage of a sawtooth subroutine, numbers are sclectcd
number generator is responsible for producing a random from the random number sequence, beginning at the
variable with the desired statistical characteristics. In designated starting point. This number sequence will be
this context, the numbers generated will appear as identical for every run of the simulation. Because of this
independent draws from some given distribution. A unique quality, independent simulations will result from
simulation model may have more than one type of choosing a different starting point in the sequence. Table
random number generator. Some random numbers are 2 illustrates two different starting points in a same
used to set up or "initialize" other random number random number sequence.
generators. This is the case with the "sawtooth"

TABLE 2. Sample of 2 NCALLS Random Number Sequences.

Run #1 Run #2
.454 start .454
.934 .934
.275 .275
.537 .537 start
.345 .345
.914 .914
.563 .563
.699 .699
.223 .223
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Users must select the starting point in the sequence. For example, on 10 January at 12Z, the Julian lime has a
This value, called "NCALLS," is an integer showing the value of 228.00. At 1230Z on the same date, JULTIM is
i'th point in the sequence. The CLDGEN subroutine 228.50.
uses the NCALLS value only during the initialization
stage and is indicated when the variable "PRIME" is set Once the subroutine has been initialized in a sawtooth
to 1.0. The subroutine should only be initialized at the model, the sequence of weather is completely
beginning of the subroutine run; if not, it will read the determined, allowing the user to turn the clock back and
same input twice and go past the end of the file. pick a new point in the sky. The user can follow one

satellite, observing how clouds interfere with it, then
Users must select a different value of NCALLS to look at the second satellite by turning the clock

create an independent run. If the same NCALLS is used backwards or forwards. As long as the proper
each time CLDGEN is primed, the same sequence of information on the location and time is passed to
weather will be repeated, assuming that all other input CLDGEN, it is possible to observe any number of
variables are the same. Users can go back to the same satellites.
time and look angles, and encounter the same weather.

SUBROUTINE ouTPUT. The CLDGEN subroutine
Point Location. CLDGEN requires that the user supply produces four output variables for every call to the
the location in the sky and the time of interest. Viewing subroutine; they are: "CLOUD", "IBIN", "BINEND"
geometry is required in two angular measurements; and "CLDEND." CLOUD indicates the presence of a
these two inputs are the azimuth angle in degrees cloud for the user's specilied time and location. A value
(AZANG), and the zenith angle in degrees (ZENANG). of I is cloudy, and 0 is clear. IRIN indicates the category
This information defines the exact location in the sky of total sky cover. As shown in Figure I, there are I I
that the ground observer is looking at. The next variable categories. The first, IBIN=I, represents sky cover from
to be supplied by the user is the Julian time in hours 0 to 5 percent. The last, IBIN=1 I, is sky-cover trout 95
(JULTIM), or the number of hours (GMT) that have to I(X0 percent. All other categories, (2 thru 10) have a
elapsed since the beginning of the year. Fractional hours width of 10 percent.
can be used to indicate time periods of less than an hour.

Isky-covercategory(IBIN) I 1 1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 I 9 1 10 I II I

sky-cover percentile 0-5 5-15 15-25 25-35 35-45 45-55 55-65 65-75 75-85 85-95 95-10W

Figure 1. Categories of sky-cover distribution and associated percentiles.

A minor difficulty in working with meteorological simulates two variables, there is an END generated for
variables is that they are not usually normally distributed. BINEND and CLDEND. BINEND is the END for the
A technique called "transnormalization" (Boehm, 1976) sky cover category IBIN. CLDEND is the END for
can be used to transform a non-normal distribution to a occurrence of cloud. BINEND and CLDEND arc
normal distribution. This technique is used in CLDGEN. diagnostic variables used in the process of verifying the
Transnormalization produces a value known as an correct installation of the subroutine. They arc not useful
"Equivalent Normal Deviate," or END. The END gives to the user except in testing the subroutine. For a
the number of standard deviations from the mean of a discussion on the use of BINEND and CLDEND for
normal distribution. The END value is then compared to testing the subroutine, see "Subroutine Installation" on
the "normalized" distribution of cloud cover to determine page 7.
the cloud-cover category. Because the subroutine
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* EXAMPLE APPLICATION

This example walks the user through the steps program will give incorrect results from a division by
required for using the CLDGEN subroutine. Note that zero error, and the program will probably be lerminated
since an infinite number of study combinations for abnormally. During the initialization stage, the input
measuring cloud effects is possible, users must take care variable PRIME is set to a value of "I." When (he
in creating the type of study that will answer their unique subroutine gets the signal to prime, it uses the NCALLS
questions. value; this example arbitrarily uses 25. In order for a

simulation run to be independent of other simulation
Suppose that a user wants to determine average subroutine runs, it must have a unique value for

cloudiness along an arc in the sky over a period of a year. NCALLS.
The arc extends from a point due west (270 degrees) at
an elevation of 10 degrees (zenith angle = 80) to a point STEP #3: The subroutine is called once at the
directly overhead. First, the user must determine the set beginning to perlorm the initialization.
of points that will give a representative sample of
cloudiness along the arc. A sample at every degree, STEP #4: After initialization, the value PRIME is set
which gives a total of 81 points for the arc, should to "0." This tells the subroutine that we will not be
provide adequate resolution for most applications. The initializing.
next step is to determine the number of times that the arc
will be sampled. An arbitrary time step of I hour is STEP #5: The program will make severml loops to
selected so that a sample is taken at every hour of every cover all the times and points directed by the user's
month, providing a loop through all of the hours in the requirements. The ouler loop counts through the value of
year. For every hour, there will be a sample of 81 points IHOUR for every hour of the year. The value JULTIM
in the sky. A summation of the number of cloudy pixels, is calculated by converting the integer value of IHOUR
compared to all pixels, gives us an estimate of the into a real number. Next, there is a loop counting from (I. average cloudiness along the arc for a given simulation to 80. This is the integer value of the zenith angle. The
run. (A "pixel" represents a narrow pencil beam making value of ZENANG is then computed by converting the
a single point in the sky.) This experiment can be integer value of "J" into a real number. Next, the
repeated to get a composite average. Once we have CLDGEN subroutine is called to get the cloud
determined these steps, a FORTRAN driver program can information for the specified time and point.
be written to access the CLDGEN subroutine for
simulated cloud data. STEP #6: The values of clear or cloudy arc summed

over the entire length of the simulation year. The value
We will now take the description of the problem as "CLOUD" will tell us if it is cloudy at the point

presented in the previous paragraph and write a sample specified. When CLOUD is equal to I, that point is
shell of a FORTRAN driver (Appendix A). The considered cloudy. If CLOUD equals 0, it is clear. The
algorithm shown in Appendix A is incomplete in that it values of SUMCLR and SUMCLD hold the sum of all
shows only the major steps of the example. Users must clear and cloudy pixels. respectively.
fill in their own system-specific items such as
dimensioning arrays and writing the output statemenft. STEP #7: The total value of percent cloudiness over

the arc is calculated by dividing the cloudy pixels by the
STEP #1: The first step in the program is to initialize total number of pixels.

the angles and counters by setting them !,) 0. Here, the
viewing angles are also set to zero. The counters, We have used a very simple example here. Most
SUMCLR and SUMCLD, will be used to hold the sum users, of course, will have much more complicated
of'clear and cloudy points, respectively. scenarios, anti it is left to them to decide how

information on the presence of clouds--thc only thing
STEP #2: At the beginning of every simulation, the provided by this simulation subroutine--is usedl.

subroutine must be primed. If it is not primed, the

6



SUBROUTINE INSTALLATION

The following three steps are required to install and CLDGEN comes with a temporary luncftion called
test the ('LDGEN subroutine. SIMRAN, which takes the place of RANDW only to

ensure the correct transportation or the subrouline.
STEP #I Load, Compile, and Link. SIMRAN is used as a predictable but inaccurate random

number generator which will run on any system
The first step in this process is to have the subroutine regardless of integer bit numbers. By using the code as

loaded on the system. The subroutine is shipped on tape delivered with the SIMRAN function, the user can tell if
as source code. The source code, along with the user the subroutine is at least functioning before installing the
driver program, must then be compiled and link edited. correct RANDW function. All references to the
The CLDGEN subroutine, with the test driver and test RANDW lunction have been mentioned in the original
dataset, is in the following format: version of CLDGEN. Once the subroutine has been

placed on the user's system, all references to SIMRAN
ASCII should be changed over to RANDW. The SIMRAN
6250 BPI function should be discarded once the user has installed
Record len,',h 132 the program.
Block size 3960
Unlabeled STEP #3 Test for Accuracy.

After the first two steps are complete and CLDGEN is
STEP #2 Correct random number generator. installed correctly, the user should run a test algorithm

(supplied in Appendix B) to ensure the subroutine is
The second step is to convert the random number working correctly. The test algorithm will perform. generator in the program to be functional for the user's diagnostic checks of the performance of the simulation

system. The subroutine in CLDGEN that creates random subroutine. The routine will calculate the mean and
numbers is specific to the number of bits in an integer standard deviation of the variables CLDEND and
word. This varies based on your computer system. The BINEND. When calculating means and slandard
random number generator furnished with CLDGEN deviations, the user should go through at least I(X),M()
(RANDW) is for a comiputer with a 32-bit integer word. repetitions so as to produce a very long record of data. A
If your system uses a word other than 32 bits, you must large sample size is needed to ensure that the statistics
correct the scaling factor in function RANDW. In the produced are stable. For btNh CLDEND and BINEND,
RANDW function, the scaling factor adjusts the random the resulting means should be very close to zero (0.0) (+
number so that it is within the correct range between zero .03) and the standard deviation should be very close to
and one. The correction factor is i.0/(2.0**(N-I)), one (I.0) (+ .05). The test program can be used to print
where N is the number of bits in an integer word on the the means and standard deviations to the output unit. If
computer being used. The user must adjust the RANDW these means and standard deviations vary significantly
function to account for the correct bit number of the from 0 and I. respectively, the subroutine should be
user's system. considered suspect; contact USAFETAC/DNY for

assistance.
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Appendix A

SIMPLE APPLICATION ALGORITHM

C STEP # I Set counters to zero and set all angles to zero except set
C azimuth angle to 270.

ZENANG=0.
AZANG.=270.
SUMCLR=0.
SUMCLD=0.

C
C STEP #2 Turn on priming flag and set NCALLS value
C

PRIME=I
NCALLS=25

C
C STEP #3 Prime model by calling CLDGEN subroutine
C

CALL CLDGEN (PRIME,NCALLS,ZENANG,AZANGJULTIM,CLOUD,IBIN,BINEND,CLDEND)
C
C STEP #4 turn off priming flag
C

PRIME-0OC
C STEP #5 Make loops through all hours and zenith angles
C and keep a count of the cloudy and clear jccurrences.
C

DO 20 IHOUR= 1,8760
JULTI ME=REAL(I HOUR)
DO 10 J=0,8()

ZENANG=REAL(J)
CALL CLDGEN(PRI ME,NCALLS ,ZENANG,AZANG ,JULTIM,CLOU D,

* IBIN,BINEND,CLDEND)
C
C STEP #6 Sum occurences of clear and cloudy

IF(CLOUD.EQ.1) THEN
SUMCLD=SUMCLD +I.

ELSE
SUMCLR=SUMCLR +1.

ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
C STEP #7 Calculate the total percentage of cloudiness

TOTAL=SUMCLD/(SUMCLD+ SUMCLR)
C

END

0
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Appendix 11

INSTALLATION TEST PROGRAM

A sample method to calculate the standard deviation, variance and mean of two variables CLDEND and BINEND.

C STEP #1 Set all counters to zero.

BINA--O.
BINB=O.
CLDA=O.
CLDB=O.
NCOUNT=O

C
C STEP #2 Turn on priming flag and set NCALLS value
C

PRIME=I
NCALLS=25

C
C STEP #3 Prime model by calling CLDGEN subroutine
C

CALL CLDG EN(PRIME.NCALLSZENANG,AZMANGJULTIM,CLOUD.IBIN,BIN EN D,CLDEN D)
C
C STEP #4 Turn off priming flag
C. C PRIME=O

C STEP #5 Make loops through at least I(KXXX) hours and accumulate the values
C to calculate the variance of BINEND and CLDEND
C

DO 2(0 IHOUR=i,I(XXK)(
JULTIME=REAL(IHOUR)
CALL CLDGEN(PRIME,NCALLSZENANG,,AZANGIULTIM,CLOUD,IBIN,

* BINEND,CLDEND)
C

BINA=BINA + BINEND
BINB=BINB + BINEND**2
CLDA=CLDA + CLDEND
CLDB=CLDB + CLDEND**2
NCOUNT=NCOUNT + I

20 CONTINUE
C
C STEP #6 Calculate the standard deviation (BSTD) anti the mean for variable
C BINEND.

BVAR=(BINB-((BINA**2)/REAL(NCOUNT)))/(REAL(NCOUNT)- I.)
BSTD=SQRT(BVAR)
B MEAN=BINA/REAL(NCOUNT)

--Continued on next page--
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C
C STEP # 7 Calculate the stiadard( deviation (CSTD) and mean of the variable CLDEND.

CVAR=(CLDB-((CLDA**2)/REAL(NCOUNT)))/(REAL(NCOUNT)- I.)
CSTD=-SQRT(CVAR)
('MEAN---CLDA/REAL(NCOUNT)

C STEP #8 Write output variables to disklilc or video.
END

III
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